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21 (2008)
Andy Akiho (b.1979)

A Concise Autobiography of Clarence Leone (2015) “ World Premiere”
Narration by Ray Caspio

Eric M.C. Gonzalez (b.1986)

And Chase (2013) 
Christopher Goddard (b.1986)

Two-Handed Storytelling (2012) 
Christopher Stark (b.1980)

Intermission

To Cleave, and to Cleave not (2015) “World Premiere”
Greg D’Alessio (b.1963)

Afflictions (2010)
Timothy Beyer (b.1970)

Exo-Narrative 1: Thanks for the Memories (2014) “World Premiere”
James Praznik (b.1985)

Losing Touch (1994)
Edmund Campion (b.1957)

No Exit was founded by composer Timothy Beyer with the intent of serving as an outlet for the 
commission and performance of contemporary avant-garde concert music. No Exit is committed to 
promoting the works of living composers, particularly the music of young and emerging artists who 
haven’t yet had either the opportunities or exposure of their better known counterparts. Our goal is 
to showcase exciting and important programing from composers around the world with a focus on 
presenting progressive music of composers in the Greater Cleveland area.

As part of this philosophy, No Exit will present two programs a year, performing each program at 
several venues. This, along with community outreach efforts, will help provide for an environment in 
which listeners can hear the work of living artists, many of which work and reside in our community. 
Our student commissioning program highlights some of the best that our young composers have 
to offer and provides the listening public exposure to the voices of tomorrow.

While its core group consists of a piano quartet, at times No Exit will be supplemented by other 
musicians and/or electronics in order to present a wide range of programing. It is our hope to 
provide our audience with a challenging and rewarding experience, and to do so at venues and in 
communities around Northeast Ohio, always free and open to the public.

                                                     Thank you for your support.

No Exit New Music Ensemble from left to right; Nicholas Underhill, Jenna Lyle, Tom Bowling, Nick Diodore, Cara Tweed 
and Timothy Beyer (Photo: Herbert Ascherman)

Program

Program

  I. Atrophy: wasting away of body part or tissue  
 II. Inflammation: pain, heat, swelling and loss of function      

III.Lesions: abnormality of tissue or organ due to disease or injury
IV. Paresthesia: sensation of numbness, tingling, prickling

 V. Insomnolence: sleeplessness                                    



21 was written for Mariel Roberts in October 2008. After meeting Mariel at the Bang on a Can 
Summer Music Festival, I became extremely impressed with her sense of rhythm and effortless 
mastery of the cello. I first realized her talent when we performed I falleN TwO for string quartet 
and steel pans. In 2010, 21 was adapted to work for marimba and cello. This version was 
premiered by New Morse Code (Michael Compitello and Hannah Collins) in New Haven, CT on 
October 22, 2011.

My goal with this piece was to incorporate techniques and phrases that would offer a unique 
contemporary sound world rooted in traditional Trinidadian Soca rhythms. The cello part requires 
the performer to play a kick drum and operate a loop pedal while simultaneously playing the cello. 
The percussion part requires the performer to play a tambourine with the foot pedal in addition 
to marimba. The title 21 refers to the twenty-first measure of the Fugue movement in J.S. Bach’s 
Violin Sonata #1 in G minor. The harmonic chords in this bar are the inspiration of the sequence 
of notes for 21.  Coincidentally, Mariel Roberts was 21 years old when the piece was written and 
premiered.

-A.A.

Described as “mold-breaking,” “alert and alive,” “dramatic,” and “vital” by The New York Times, 
Andy Akiho is an eclectic composer and performer of contemporary classical music. Recent 
engagements include commissioned premieres by the New York Philharmonic, National Symphony 
Orchestra, Shanghai Symphony Orchestra, and Carnegie Hall’s Ensemble ACJW; a performance 
with the Los Angeles Philharmonic; and three concerts at the Kennedy Center in Washington, DC. 
Akiho has been recognized with awards including the 2014-15 Luciano Berio Rome Prize, a 2014 
Fromm Foundation Commission from Harvard University, the 2014 American Composers Orchestra 
Underwood Emerging Composers Commission, a 2014 Chamber Music America (CMA) Grant with 
the Friction Quartet and Jenny Q. Chai, a 2012 CMA Grant with Sybarite5, the 2012 Carlsbad 
Composer Competition Commission for the Calder Quartet, and the 2011 Finale & ensemble eighth 
blackbird National Composition Competition Grand Prize. Additionally, his compositions have been 

21 (Marimba/Cello Version)

Andy Akiho

A Concise Autobiography of Clarence Leone

Narration by Ray Caspio

Clarence Leone is the CEO and co-founder of Caffsys Inc., one of the leading personal computer 
hardware/software manufacturers on the planet. Early innovations developed by Clarence in 
consumer technology helped redefine universal user interface practices in the modern age. Mr. 
Leone and his company drove the high-tech market to it’s current state, where they continue to 
disrupt the technological landscape, and innovate with new products and concepts. Clarence has 
been a featured guest at numerous World Technology Awards summits, TED Talks, and All Things 
Digital’s D10 Conference. His work is recognized by awards organizations such as INT’L, A’, 
CLIO, LIA, and the Music Producer’s Guild.

-E.G.

He has attended the Aspen Music Festival, Heidelberg Music Festival, HKUST Intimacy of 
Creativity Festival, Bang on a Can Festival, Silicon Valley Music Festival, Yellow Barn Music 
Festival, Chamber Music Northwest Festival, and Avaloch Farm Music Institute, where he is the 
Composer-in-Residence. Akiho’s debut CD No One To Know One, on Innova Recordings, features 
brilliantly crafted compositions that pose intricate rhythms and exotic timbres around his primary 
instrument, the steel pan.

To read more about Andy and listen to his music, please visit andyakiho.com

Akiho was born in 1979 in Columbia,South Carolina, and is based in New York City. He is a 
graduate of the University of South Carolina (BM, performance), the Manhattan School of Music 
(MM, contemporary performance), and the Yale School of Music (MM, composition). Akiho is 
currently pursuing a Ph.D. in composition at Princeton University.

featured on PBS’s “News Hour with Jim Lehrer” and by organizations such as Bang on a Can, 
American Composers Forum, and The Society for New Music.



Ray Caspio

Ray Caspio is a performer, illustrator, educator and veteran of 24 original theatrical productions—
including plays, one acts, cabarets and installations—whose original work explores queer identity 
and the performer-audience relationship. He is also the Associate Artistic Director of Theater 
Ninjas, where he recently conceived and performed TingleTangle, the acclaimed Weimar-
cabaret inspired evening of personal storytelling, gender-bending songs, and no-punches-pulled 
conversations about sexuality, gender, and marriage equality. Other Ninjas performance credits 
include Code: Preludes (Turing), The Excavation & Ninja Days @ the Cleveland Museum of 
Art (Erato), and Telephone (Watson). He has also performed at Cleveland Public Theatre, 
convergence-continuum, and Talespinner Children’s Theatre. Ray is a Teaching Artist who has 
taught for Theater Ninjas/PlayhouseSquare and at the Cleveland Museum of Art. He is the 
creator of the Uncle Toots web series, and starred in the short films Cast Off and the multiple 
award-winning Loss Prevention. Ray is trained in Alba Emoting, Michael Chekhov and Eccentric 
Performance. His illustrations have been exhibited.

Corey Rubin (b.1983)And Chase

As the title suggests, this short piece takes the form of a sort of musical ‘chase’. It features two 
similar, but entirely different, instruments: the quick, agile violin and its pursuer, the slightly bulkier 
– yet stronger – viola. Throughout the piece’s three distinct sections, the chase gradually weaves 
its way up the instrumental register as the subjects steadily approach one another. In the end, it’s 
a dead heat…

-C.G.

Corey Rubin (b.1983)Christopher Goddard

Christopher Goddard is a composer and pianist currently based in Montreal. As a composer, he 
has written for a wide variety of ensembles and soloists, including most recently AndPlay Duo, the 
Guidonian Hand, TAK Ensemble, and the Nouvel Ensemble Moderne (NEM). He was selected 
to participate in the 2014 Wellesley Composers Conference, the NEM’s 2012 International 
Forum for Composers (Montreal), and the 2011 National Arts Center Young Composers Program 
(Ottawa), and has received two SOCAN Foundation Young Composer Awards. As a performer 
and advocate of contemporary music, he recently completed the contemporary performance 
program at the Manhattan School of Music, where he played with TACTUS ensemble and 
studied under Christopher Oldfather and Anthony de Mare. Recent performances took place with 
Columbia Composers, the Wet Ink Ensemble, Ensemble Moto Perpetuo, Ottawa New Music 
Creators and the Lucerne Festival Academy. He is currently pursuing a Doctorate in composition 
with Professor John Rea at McGill University.

Corey Rubin (b.1983)Eric M. C. Gonzalez

See Personnel for Bio

Corey Rubin (b.1983)Two-Handed Storytelling

Two-Handed Storytelling is my first composition for solo piano. I began sketching ideas for 
the piece in the summer of 2008, and the work was completed in 2012 at the behest of pianist 
Andrew Zhou, who was interested in performing a new work at the Concours international de 
piano d’Orléans. I find composing for the piano very difficult. The incredibly rich and varied 
repertoire is at once inspiring and also very daunting. I began asking myself the question, “How 
can I contribute to this repertoire?” After much thought, I settled on the addition of electronic 
sounds as a relatively fresh area to explore in the oeuvre of piano literature. I am fascinated 
by the concept of illusion in music, and I felt that by using electronic sounds I could fictionalize 
the non-fictional piano techniques. This led me to the idea of storytelling as a theme. The main 
characters of this story are introduced in the introduction, and their interactions are further 
developed and explored through a series of episodes. Two-Handed Storytelling is dedicated to 
my friend and colleague Tyler Walker.

-C.S.



Corey Rubin (b.1983)Christopher Stark

Christopher Stark is a composer of contemporary classical music deeply rooted in the American 
West. Having spent his formative years in rural western Montana, his music is always seeking to 
capture the expansive energy of this quintessential American landscape.

Described as “fetching and colorful,” (New York Times) Stark’s music has been performed in 
concert venues around the world from the Neue Synagoge Berlin to Carnegie Hall. A recipient 
of the coveted Underwood Commission from the American Composers Orchestra, and recent 
winner of the prix de composition from the Orléans International Piano Competition, his music 
has been featured on NPR’s Performance Today and was broadcast as a fan-voted favorite on 
WQXR, New York City’s classical music station. Stark has been programmed, rehearsed, and 
performed by such ensembles as the Sacramento Philharmonic, American Composers Orchestra, 
Buffalo Philharmonic, Los Angeles Piano Quartet, Dinosaur Annex, Oberlin Contemporary Music 
Ensemble, University of Texas Wind Ensemble, Aspen Contemporary Ensemble, Momenta 
Quartet, Chamber Project St. Louis, and members of eighth blackbird. Most recently, Stark was 
awarded commissions from the Fromm Foundation and Chamber Music America and was one 
of three winners of the Detroit Chamber Winds and Strings Commission Project. This summer 
he will have a new work premiered by Alarm Will Sound at the Mizzou International Composers 
Festival. He also recently worked with Grammy-winning country music artists, Zac Brown Band, 
on an arrangement of their hit song Free for the Detroit Symphony Orchestra conducted by 
Leonard Slatkin.

In 2010, Stark was awarded an ASCAP Morton Gould Young Composer Award and placed first 
in the Utah Arts Festival’s annual orchestral composition competition. He is a past winner of the 
Cincinnati Conservatory’s Orchestral Composition Competition and was also a regional winner 
of the 2011 SCI/ASCAP Student Commission Competition. Stark has also received honorable 
mentions from the ASCAP/CBDNA Frederick Fennell Prize and the Music Teachers National 
Association Distinguished Composer of the Year Award. Festivals and courses Stark has 
attended include: SONiC: Sounds of a New Century, Aspen Music Festival Composition Master 
Class, American Composers Orchestra Underwood New Music Readings, Buffalo Philharmonic 
Young Composer Forum, Dinosaur Annex Young Composer Festival, Composers Conference at 
Wellesley College, Music09 and Music10 Festivals in Switzerland, FUBiS Summer Composition 
Course in Berlin, Music06 Festival in Cincinnati, and the Oregon Bach Festival.

Stark recently finished his doctorate at Cornell University where he studied with Roberto Sierra 
and Steven Stucky. He previously studied at the Cincinnati Conservatory and the University of 
Montana, and he is currently Assistant Professor of Composition at Washington University in St. 
Louis. Stark was a resident artist in Italy at Civitella Ranieri in 2012.

Corey Rubin (b.1983)To Cleave, and to Cleave not

Greg D’Alessio

Greg D’Alessio tries to get to the gym 3-4 times a week. He enjoys Indian food, bourbon (winter 
months) and gin (summer). He would like to travel more but mostly in a conceptual way. He has 
no major health worries at the moment, but he’s not so young anymore so this could always 
change. Other interest include woodworking, luthiery, and oil painting. he spends too much time 
on the internet.

This work very well may be a collage of sounds and images involving both the concept of 
opposites, as well as the concept of Cleveland. If it does, it is also likely that it will become part of 
a larger work which may come into being, probably titled “Cleveland-land,” but at the time of this 
writing, this is all speculation.

-G.D.

Afflictions

My intent with Afflictions was not just to create a musical expression of the physical 
manifestations of these conditions, but to evoke something about the emotional impact which 
they bring with them. In other words, the afflictions that can’t be seen or clinically measured - 
the suffering of the self, the loss of identity, the pain and disability which defines every moment, 
which makes you someone else, someone that you don’t recognize, someone who has no 
connection to the person that you were. I suppose, it is also the knowledge that there is no longer 
an inclination to look to the future. In some respect, the abandonment of hope is liberating, 
shedding as it were, your last connection to the bondage which such afflictions, and our own 
bodies, impose. I composed Afflictions as the first piece of what will ultimately be a feature length 
CD of ‘medical’ music.

 -T.B.



Exo-narrative 1: Thanks for the Memories

Few elements can make a piece of music more relatable and emotive as the human voice. Often, 
the voice evokes a sense of passion and deep feeling. In the case of this “Exo-Narrative” the 
character desperately wants his voice to connect with the audience, citing phrases used commonly 
in conversation. The specifics of the narrative will likely remain unclear, though some connections 
can be made, and a question arises whether the ending belonging to a story that is either left open 
or closed completely. The answer depends on who this character is to you.

 -J.P.

James Praznik

See Personnel for Bio

Losing Touch

Composed at the IRCAM computer music center in Paris in the summer of 1994. Losing Touch 
uses a fixed electronic part made of vibraphone samples and vibraphone-like sounds working in 
Synchrony with a live vibraphone virtuoso.The live musician receives an in-ear conductor signal 
that insures split-second synchronization between the electronic and the acoustic world.

A living musician inhabits and interacts with the real world, engaging the physical instrument 
with a subtle human touch. The live musician has a physical and mental limit. In contrast, the 
electronic world can endlessly execute any conceivable passage. Artificial by nature, the electro-
acoustic environment substitutes it’s lack of expressive ability with unlimited activity and color.

The human performer in Losing Touch begins the relationship with the electronic world in a naive 
spirit, a spirit of mutual cooperation. As the piece nears its end, the electronics push beyond the 
limits of human performance. Ultimately, the live soloist, being robbed of the more expressive 
aspects of performance, “loses touch.” By the end, the machine and human occupy different 
worlds, and the illusion of cooperation is shattered.The composition is dedicated to composer 
John Harbison.

In 1999, Danielle Jaeggi and les Films d’lci produced the film Losing Touch, a documentary of 
Edmund Campion and the making of the piece Losing Touch.

-E.C.

Timothy Beyer

See Personnel for Bio

Edmund Campion

Edmund Campion’s music explores relationships between sound and space - creations that 
often involve the careful mixing of acoustic instruments with emerging computer technologies. 
Born in Dallas, Texas in 1957, he sudied composition at the University of Texas and Columbia 
University and went on to spend several years in France studying with composer Gerard Grisey. 
In 1993 he was selected to work at IRCAM where he composed the piece Losing Touch, a



Personnel

Violinist Cara Tweed’s playing has been described as “dazzling” and “captivating”, finding 
“nuance and character in every part of the phrase”. As a musician, she embraces the classical 
canon but eagerly explores new music that spans a variety of genres. Cara is a founding member 
of the Cleveland based chamber groups No Exit and Almeda Trio and has performed in concert 
halls throughout the United States and abroad.

After throwing a tantrum in a toy store because her mother would not buy her a Mickey Mouse 
violin, Cara began studying the violin at age five at The Cleveland Institute of Music’s Sato 
Center for Suzuki Studies. She holds degrees in violin performance from The Cleveland Institute 
of Music and Cleveland State University and counts David Updegraff and Paul Kantor among her 
most influential teachers.

Cara was the principal second violinist of the Opera Cleveland Orchestra from 2004-2010 and 
has been a member of The Canton Symphony, City Music Cleveland, red {an orchestra} and 
the Spoleto USA festival orchestra. She has performed as a violin soloist with The Cleveland 
Philharmonic, Cleveland State University Orchestra, The Marion Philharmonic and Cleveland’s 
Suburban Symphony.

An avid educator, Cara has maintained a private violin studio for over ten years. She has been on 
the faculty of Cleveland State University, The Aurora School of Music and The Music Settlement. 
Currently, Cara teaches at Laurel School in Shaker Heights, where she directs their Music 
Academy. Cara also enjoys conducting and coaching chamber music and has given Master 
Classes throughout the United States.

Cara lives in Cleveland Heights with her husband, cellist Nicholas Diodore, and their young son.

Violist James Rhodes has performed in concerts throughout the United States and Eastern 
Europe as a soloist, chamber and orchestral musician. Being raised in a musical home, James 
began playing piano at age four and viola at age eight. He has studied with teachers Dr. David 
Dalton (BYU), Dr. Minor Wetzel (Los Angeles Philharmonic) and Mark Jackobs (Cleveland 
Orchestra, Cleveland Institute of Music). James debuted as viola soloist at age 17 performing 
Alan Shulman’s Theme and Variations for Viola and Orchestra. He has been the recipient of 
numerous awards and scholarships and holds a masters degree from the Cleveland Institute of 
Music in viola performance. 

Recently, James performed as a soloist live on WCLV 104.9 as part of Centennial Celebration 
of the Music Settlement in Cleveland Ohio. Currently, James performs as an orchestral 
musician regularly with the Cleveland Pops Orchestra, BlueWater Chamber Orchestra and the 
Erie Philharmonic. As a chamber musician, James has recently joined No Exit, an ensemble 
dedicated to performing new music. 

mainstay in the repertoire for percussion and electronics. he has been commissioned by major 
American and French cultural institutions including: IRCAM, Radio France, the French Ministry of 
Culture, the Fromm Foundation, and the Koussevitzky Music Foundation. His works are heard in 
concert halls worldwide and a monograph CD by the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players 
is available on Albany Records. In 2012, he was awarded the Goddard Lieberson Fellowship by 
the American Acadamy of Arts and Letters and appointed Composer in Residence with the Santa 
Rosa Symphony.

The French Zelig Ensemble premiered a commission from Radio France at the Festival Presence 
in 2009 and recently commissioned a new work from Soiciete Generale. The piece, Auditory 
Fiction, was premiered by Cal Performances in 2010 and featured a new software tool for control 
of multiple tempos in live performance. Joshua Kosman wrote, “Campion keeps clarity and even 
beauty at the fore -- the results were remarkable. The Argento Chamber ensemble premiered 
Campion’s 25 minute digital piano concerto with 17 instruments and computer as part of the 
Moving Sounds Festival  in New York City in 2010. In 1996 he was commissioned by IRCAM 
to write a large-scale piece for interactive electronics and MIDI-grand piano. Natural Selection 
received it’s premiere with the composer at the piano. After his return from Paris, Campion joined 
the composition faculty at the University of California, Berkeley, where he is also Co-Director at 
the Center for New Music and Audio Technologies (CNMAT). Other prizes and honors include: 
the Rome Prize, the Nadia Boulanger Award, the Paul Fromm Award at Tanglewood, a Charles 
Ives Award given by the American Academy of Arts and Letters, and a Fulbright scholarship for 
study in France.



 

As a music educator James has directed youth orchestras, coached chamber music, is a 
registered Suzuki educator and currently serves as faculty member at the Music Settlement in 
Cleveland, Ohio working primarily as a viola/violin instructor in the Suzuki department.

He also serves as music director at the Hudson Montessori School in Hudson, Ohio and serves 
on the faculty at the Reaching Heights summer music program in Cleveland Heights, Ohio. 
James is on the governing board of the Ohio Viola Society and has been a member of the faculty 
at the Aurora School of music in Aurora, Ohio.

He loves jazz, history, sports, being in the outdoors, and spending time with his wife, Carrie, and 
their four young children Rebecca, James, David, and Isaac.

Cellist Nicholas Diodore was born in Marion, Indiana to a musical family and quickly established 
a reputation as a very talented cellist. He won several competitions and was the recipient of 
many awards before attending high school. He received his early musical instruction from 
Geoffrey Lapin of the Indianapolis Symphony

Mr. Diodore attended high school at Interlochen Arts Academy in Michigan. There, as a 
student of Crispin Campbell, he excelled in the study of 20th century compositions as well as in 
chamber music. During the time he spent there, Mr. Diodore was a prize winner at the Fischoff 
International Chamber Music competition and the Grand Prize winner of the Downbeat Magazine 
Chamber Music Competition. He graduated in 1995 with the highest honors in both music and 
academics. In 1996 Mr. Diodore attended the Cleveland Institute of Music where he was a 
student of Alan Harris. While at CIM he also studied with Merry Peckham of the Cavani Quartet 
and with Richard Weiss, assistant principle cellist of the Cleveland Orchestra. He performed in 
the master-classes of Paul Katz and Gary Hoffman.

Mr. Diodore participated in several well-known summer music festivals. He was one of the 
youngest participants in the Quartet Program at Bucknell University. From 1996 to 1999 he 
spent his summers at the Aspen Music Festival where he held third chair in the Aspen Chamber 
Orchestra. In 2000 and 2001 he was accepted to participate in the Cayman Islands Music 
Festival. Currently Mr. Diodore holds a faculty position at the Aurora School of Music and the 
Cleveland Music School Settlement. In addition to maintaining a large private studio his duties 
include regular performances of solo and chamber music. He also serves on the board of 
directors of the Cleveland Cello Society.

Pianist/composer Nicholas Underhill holds a Masters Degree in Piano from the New England 
Conservatory of Music. His teachers include Konrad Wolff, Katja Andy, Edmund Battersby and 
Russell Sherman. Well known in Boston, New York City and Cleveland as a champion of new 
music for the piano, he has performed solo recitals in Carnegie Recital Hall, Weill Recital Hall 
and Merkin Concert Hall. He was featured in the prestigious Dame Myra Hess Memorial concerts 
in Chicago in 1991. His collaborative recitals include programs with his wife, Mary Kay Fink. He 
has taught piano at Mount Union College and Hiram College, and has performed on numerous 
occasions with the Cleveland Ballet Orchestra, the Cleveland Chamber Symphony and  the 
Cleveland Chamber Collective.

As a composer, Underhill’s music has been performed by the Cleveland Orchestra, the Ohio 
Music Teachers Association, The Fortnightly Musical Club, The Cleveland Flute Society, The 
Gramercy Trio, Cleveland Orchestra players Mary Kay Fink, Takako Masame, Lisa Boyko, 
Richard King, and pianist Randall Hodgkinson.

Flutist Sean Gabriel is currently the principal flutist of the Blue Water Chamber Orchestra and 
the Cleveland Chamber Symphony. Mr. Gabriel is also a member of the Erie Philharmonic 
Orchestra of Pennsylvania and was the principal flutist of the Opera Cleveland Orchestra from 
2002 to 2010. He is a frequent recitalist in the Cleveland area, especially at Baldwin-Wallace 
and Cleveland State Universities, where he serves on the music faculties. Mr. Gabriel has also 
performed with the Akron Symphony, Lyric Opera Cleveland, Cleveland Pops and has served as 
principal flute of the Baldwin-Wallace Bach Festival Chamber Orchestra.

Percussionist Luke Rinderknecht has performed as percussion soloist with The Cleveland 
Orchestra (Paul Creston’s Concerto for Marimba), CityMusic Cleveland (Avner Dorman’s Uzu 
and Muzu from Kakaruzu), and the Cleveland Youth Wind Symphony (James Basta’s Concerto 
for Marimba). Equally at home in chamber music and orchestral settings, he has premiered 
dozens of new works with the New Juilliard Ensemble, Metropolis Ensemble, and in recital. 
He was recently appointed principal percussion of CityMusic and is excited to join No Exit, 
Cleveland’s new music ensemble. Last season he appeared with Alarm Will Sound, Ensemble 
ACJW, Metropolis Ensemble, Glank, the Cleveland Orchestra, the Buffalo Philharmonic 
Orchestra, and the West Virginia Symphony. In previous seasons he has also appeared with the 
Metropolitan Opera, Qatar Philharmonic, Dirty Projectors, Festival Chamber Music, St. Luke’s 
Chamber Orchestra, Virginia Symphony, and in the pit of Broadway’s Legally Blonde.  

He can be heard with The Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra on their double Grammy award-
winning recording of John Corigliano’s Mr. Tambourine Man, as well as with The Knights on three 
albums from Sony Classical. He completed Bachelor and Master of Music degrees at Juilliard, 
where he studied with Daniel Druckman, Gordon Gottlieb, and Greg Zuber, and received the 
Peter Mennin Prize for outstanding achievement and leadership in music. In the summers he 
is a faculty artist at the Bowdoin International Music Festival in Brunswick, Maine, and has also 
performed at the Marlboro, Castleton, Verbier, Barbican Blaze, BBC Proms, and Seoul Drum 
festivals. Luke grew up in Shaker Heights and is delighted to call the Lomond neighborhood 
home once again.



Artistic director/composer and Cleveland native, Timothy Beyer has been active as both a 
composer and performer in an eclectic range of musical mediums. He has composed for a 
variety of concert music genres, has scored for film, dance, and has produced many works in the 
electronic music idiom, which have garnered him acclaim. As a performer, he was the 
founding member and trombonist of Cleveland’s innovative Jamaican jazz band Pressure Drop. 
He received his Masters of Music degree in music composition from Cleveland State University. 

Mr. Beyer’s music has been performed throughout the U.S. and Europe by artists such 
as clarinetist Pat O’Keefe, flutists Carlton Vickers and Sean Gabriel, cellists David Russell and 
Craig Hultgren, pianist Jenny Lin and contemporary music ensembles Zeitgeist, the Verge 
Ensemble, the Cleveland Chamber Collective and the Cleveland Chamber Symphony. His 
works have also been featured at the Aki Festival and the Utah Arts Festival in addition to many 
radio broadcasts throughout the country. He is currently working on several recording projects 
including a vocal/electronic collaboration with composer Andrew Rindfleisch, and a CD project 
featuring his “Amputate” series of electroacoustic works. 

The Washington Post has declared Timothy Beyerʼs music to be “as much poetry as it was 
music”.  – Stephen Brookes [ The Washington Post, Apr. 2011]

PhD canidate at Brandeis University where he studies with Eric Chasalow, David Rakowski and 
Yu-Hui Chang.

Assistant to the artistic director/composer Eric M. C. Gonzalez is a composer of solo works, 
chamber pieces, electroacoustic, electronic music and works for film and theater. Eric is the 
director and cellist of the string ensemble Forest City Chambers. Eric studied composition with 
Andrew Rindfleisch and Greg D’Alessio, cello performance with David Allen Harrell of The 
Cleveland Orchestra, and film music with Michael Baumgartner at Cleveland State University.

Ensembles Eric has composed for include Cleveland State University Chamber Orchestra, the 
Cleveland State University Experimental Ensemble, the JACK Quartet, The Genkin Philharmonic. 
In 2011 and 2012, the works Elliptical and A Priori Music No. 3 were recorded by engineer David 
Yost at the Cleveland Composers’ Recording Institute at Cleveland State University.

 In 2014, Eric performed, arranged and composed music for the avant-garde mixed-genre 
musical Tingle Tangle, which consists of works for cello, electronics, guitar, vocals and 
percussion. Eric has composed music for plays with the Cleveland Theater company Theater 
Ninjas, and Cleveland Public Theatre.

Eric won the No Exit New Music Ensemble Commission Competition in 2011 and 2013, for which 
he composed PILLS for solo piano, and Late Spring for piano quartet. In 2013, Eric was the 
recipient of the Bain Murray Award for Composition.

Art director Edwin Wade is a modernist printmaker and painter. Edwin designs all the print and 
web materials and is responsible for the visual aesthetic of No Exit. An avid Mid-Century Modern 
collector Mr. Wade lives with his wife Mary, son Jackson and their dog Pablo in Ft. Lauderdale. 
Edwin’s work has been featured on HGTV’s Design Star and NBC’s Extreme Home Builders.

His work can be found on Etsy, and Just Modern Home Decor in Palm Springs, CA

edwinwadeart.com

Associate director/composer James Praznik is a composer, conductor, and pianist whose work 
has garnered acclaim among his peers as well as audiences. As a composer of highly expressive 
music, James has composed music for concerts, stage productions and commercial videogames. 
He has participated in the Interlochen Composer’s Institute and the Cleveland State Composer’s 
Recording Institute, and received honors such as the University of Akron Outstanding Composer 
Award on two occasions the University of Akron Outstanding Pianist Award, and the Bain Murray 
Award for Music.

James has been a guest composer, arranger, pianist and conductor for the “Monsterpianos!” 
concerts in Akron, Ohio, and through the Cleveland Contemporary Players workshops he 
received recordings of his pieces made by some of today’s leading virtuosi. He has been 
commissioned by the new music ensemble “No Exit”, and NASA in conjunction with the 
Cleveland Ingenuity Festival.  His music has been performed at E.J. Thomas Hall, Cleveland 
State University, The University of Akron, The Cleveland Museum of Contemporary Art, The 
Cleveland Ingenuity Festival, Brandeis University and Wellesley College. As a pianist and a 
proponent of other composers’ music, James has performed on The Ohio State University new 
music concerts, the Kentucky New Music Festival electro‐acoustic concerts, and as a member 
of the Akron New Music Ensemble. He is an associate director of “No Exit”, a Cleveland based 
new music ensemble, and is an original member of “Duo Approximate”, a group that performs live 
soundtracks to silent films. Recently James created sound effects for the film “Shockwaves” by 
media artist Kasumi.

He holds a bachelor’s degree in composition and theory from the University of Akron where he 
studied compostion with Daniel McCarthy and Nikola Resanovic (as well as piano under Philip 
Thomson) , and has recently received a master’s degree in composition at Cleveland State 
University where he studied with Andrew Rindfleisch and Greg D’Alessio. Currently James is a
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Martha Loughridge
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Rachel Bernstein
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David Yost
Cleveland State University
Todd Masuda

Special Thanks

Stay Informed

https://www.facebook.com/pages/NO-EXIT-
New-Music-Ensemble/327112535149
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